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How To Guide:  
Paint and Wax Furniture 

SUPPLIES/TOOLS NEEDED: 

clean, degreased/deglossed piece of furniture  

320 or higher sandpaper or brown kraft paper (can use ink free paper grocery sack) 

Paint Brush 

High Quality Natural Bristle Wax Brush 

CeCe Caldwell’s Chalk + Clay Paints Products (Paint and Clear Wax or Waxing Cream) 

clean, lint free cloth for buffing wax 

primer (if needed) 

painter’s tape 

drill or screwdriver (for removing hardware) 

woodfill (for repairing wood) 

tack cloth 

HOW TO PAINT FURNITURE: 

Remove all doors and drawers.  Remove hardware, including hinges.  It is smart to bundle 
hardware.   

You can decide at this time to lightly sand your furniture.  This is optional.  CeCe Caldwell’s 
Chalk + Clay Paints works on any surface and you do not have to sand but I like to depending on 
the finish that is left on the piece.  If I sand I usually use 220 grit paper but if it has a lot of layers of 
old paint I use 80 or 100 then follow up with 220 before beginning to paint. 
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Clean thoroughly.  If you sanded use a tack cloth or damp microfiber cloth to wipe the piece 

down.  If not sanding use TSP Substitute because it cleans any oil or grease off the existing finish 
and also dries out and dulls it so the paint sticks nicely. 

If you are changing hardware and the existing holes are not in the correct places fill the holes 
left by the hardware and follow the directions for the product you are using.  Minor repairs can be 
made with wood fill (my choice), bondo, spackle and many other products.  I have had success with 
spackle but mostly I use wood fill for my minor repairs and filling hardware holes.  

Clean it again.  Be sure all the dust and residue from sanding and repairing is cleaned off.  
This is also the time to tape off any parts you don’t want painted. 

Stir CeCe’s paint for 2-3 minutes.  It will feel like a long time.  You will feel it ‘loosen’  and 
easier to stir.  Apply first coat of CeCe Caldwell’s Chalk + Clay Paints with a brush, roller, or 
sprayer.  I use a high quality synthetic brush for painting.  We offer a Paint & Wax Starter Kit so you 
can get all the little extras and supplies you need to paint and wax your first furniture project.  

**a word about brush strokes and technique**  When I am painting a piece with the intention 
of sanding the finish to a smooth ‘Pottery Barn’ feel I apply the first coat of paint one direction the 
second coat in the opposite direction.  I usually apply the first coat in the awkward way (against the 
grain) so the second coat is the ‘right way’ (with the grain).  This way, when I sand, it is covered 
well and feels perfectly smooth.  If I am going for a layered look, or I plan to use Aging Cream, a 
Glaze, or will dry-brush later— I apply the paint in a cross-hatch method and throw all 
conventional rules of painting out the window.  Brush strokes should be random so when applying 
the other products they will stick in the brush strokes and provide visual interest and texture. 

When your first coat of paint is dry (this depends on the time of year and where you are 
painting—the warmer and drier it is the faster this paint will dry) determine whether or not it 
needs a second coat.  I can occasionally get away with a single coat of paint but usually it needs a 
second coat and sometimes a third coat—rarely, though. 

If you want a super smooth, ‘Pottery Barn’ finish to your piece this is when you should sand 
with 220 grit sandpaper.  You can distress with a wet rag by wiping away the paint along the edges 
or you can use sandpaper.  My favorite way to finish furniture is to lightly sand the entire piece 
with 220 grit sandpaper and get the surfaces perfectly smooth.  In doing this the edges naturally 
become subtly distressed.  If you do not want any distressing avoid the edges of the furniture as 
you sand it.  If you do not want to sand your piece you can crumple up a piece of kraft paper (or 
even a brown grocery sack—no ink) and ‘polish’ it at this time.  It is a quick step and it settles down 
any crusty spots as well as brings out the natural shine of the paint before applying the final seal. 

https://vintagebette.com/collections/paint-brushes/products/paint-and-wax-starter-kit-natural
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Clean your furniture after your final coat of paint has dried and you are finished sanding and/

or burnishing.  I like to use a tack cloth to do this as it is sticky and literally pulls all the dust and 
particles off of your piece in preparation for Waxing Cream or Clear Wax. 

HOW TO APPLY WAXING CREAM OR CLEAR WAX: 

Remove a couple of tablespoons of Waxing Cream or Clear Wax from your container and put it 
on a paper plate or a piece of cardboard.     

Stick your wax brush in the wax/cream to ‘on load’ some of the product.   

‘Off load’ the product onto the paper plate or cardboard so that the only thing left on your 
brush is the little bit you didn’t get off.  (WHEN APPLYING WAX OR CREAM A LITTLE BIT GOES A 
LONG WAY AND IT IS BETTER TO HAVE TOO LITTLE AND APPLY MORE THAN IT IS TO HAVE 
TOO MUCH) 

Apply what is left on the brush to your piece.  Remember a little bit is best, a light coat is what 
you want.  You will see a visible difference in the color of your paint.  Be sure you get the wax/
cream worked into the brush strokes thoroughly. 

When using Waxing Cream you can work in small sections if you like and buff immediately 
after applying it but when using Clear Wax you must wait for the wax to ‘dull’ before buffing (about 
10-15 minutes).  I usually apply the wax or cream to the whole piece then buff.  By the time I apply 
the Clear Wax to the entire piece the section where I started has ‘set’ and become ‘dull’ by the time 
I am finished with the application.   

With a buffing brush or clean, dry, lint-free cloth buff the wax until it shines.  Most often 
people use a cloth but there are tools to make this step much easier like this drill attachment.  

When your piece is buffed it is ready to be displayed.  Remember to be gentle for a few weeks 
as the Wax or Cream will continue to set for up to 30 days and it is best not to expose it to anything 
wet during that time or display heavy decor. 

Be gentle with your freshly restyled furniture as it takes finishes up to 30 days to fully harden 
and cure.   

For more details and instruction visit the Vintage Bette How To Guides.  Reorder at 
vintagebette.com.  Email any questions or comments to misty@vintagebette.com. 

Share work: facebook.com/vintagebette or on Instagram @vintagebette #vintagebette.

https://vintagebette.com/products/wax-buffing-drill-attachment-pine-brush
https://vintagebette.com/pages/how-to-guides
http://vintagebette.com
mailto:misty@vintagebette.com
http://facebook.com/vintagebette
https://www.instagram.com/vintagebette/

